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From Our  
Worthy 
Grand 
Knight

Now is the Time to 
Make a Difference

Brothers, as I mentioned 
during our Business 
Meeting on February 3rd, 

a look back at what this Council 
accomplished during the month of 
January is absolutely incredible! I 
am in constant awe of the incredible 
service that this Great Council 
provides for this Parish and our 
Community. Here’s a list of your 
January accomplishments. 
• Raymond James Fund Raiser – 

Outback Bowl  01/01
• 100 Knights for Life Prayer Vigil 

01/09
• Confirmation Greeters 01/09
• Corporate Mass 01/10
• Basket Ball Free Throw Challenge 

01/13
• Remembrance Crosses Set-up 

01/16
• Raymond James Fund Raiser – 

Monster Jam I 01/16
• K of C Winter-Spring Bowling 

League Start 01/17
• Mid-Year District Deputy Training 

01/23       
Grand Knight Con’t Next Page

The Church and Church 
Life as a Sanctuary

How many times have you been 
involved with something to 
do with the Church where 
things got a bit touchier, or 

even nastier, than they should, or could, 
have?
How often have you stood about, amongst 

brothers and sisters, Catholics of your own 
parish, and talked about a fellow brother 
or sister? When volunteering to assist 
our parish, an organization within it, or a 
brother or sister in need… have you ever 
gathered with two or more and complained 
or maligned the efforts, temperament, or 
contributions of a sister or brother Catholic 
who was also involved?
How often have you witnessed brothers or 

sisters become possessive, demanding, or 
covetous over the process or outcome of an 
action or effort that was intended to serve, 
build, or increase our Church or its numbers 

or its visible presence in our community?
How often have you heard of people 

quitting or leaving organizations such as 
our own, beloved Knights of Columbus 
because of some emotional discord or 
clash of ego between parties or individuals 
therein? 
Do our children treat their fellow Catholic 

school mates with care, or do we excuse 
them when they trash other kids in a 
Catholic School or CCD class? 
Do we form cliques and cabals within 

the corners of our Church-home, here at  
St. Stephen or elsewhere? 
Have we witnessed ourselves, or a 

brother or sister having a meltdown at a 
Church event, perhaps over the way one 
felt something should have been executed, 
organized, or carried out? 

Sanctuary Con’t Page 9
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• Pr  o Life Baby Shower 01/16, 
01/17, 01/22, 01/24

• Pro Life Coffee and Donuts (All 
Masses 01/17)

• Pro Life Baby Shower Good 
Distribution 01/25

• K of C Planning Meeting 01/27
• Fish Fry Planning Meeting 01/29
• Second Degree Exemplification 

01/30
• Remembrance Crosses Take Down 

01/30
• Squires Shopping Trip for the 

Homeless 01/31
Note: Details on some of these 

projects will appear elsewhere in this 
newsletter. 
Amazingly, all this was 

accomplished by a core group of 
approximately 50 to 60 Knights, 
Columbiettes and Squires. I thank 
those who were able to contribute 
and applaud you for your efforts.  
As we look forward to the remainder 

of the 2015-2016 Fraternal Year 
we still have a great deal of work 
to accomplish. Just think of what 
You could accomplish if we could 
increase active participation by 20% 
or 30%! Here is a list of what is up 
next:
• Stations of the Cross 02/12
• Parish Fish Fry 02/12 through 

03/18
• Renewal of Marriage Vows 02/13 

and 02/14
• Pro Life Prayer Vigils 02/13, 

03/12, 04/9, 05/14, 06/11
• First Degree Exemplifications: 

02/20, 03/19, 04/16, 06/18
Cards and Cigar 02/26

• Regional Basket Ball Free Throw 
Challenge 02/27

• Tootsie Roll Drive 02/27, 02/28, 
03/05 and 03/06

• Adopt a Road Clean-Up 03/05, 
06/04

• Day of Reflection  03/12

Families: Essential 
Agents of Evangelization

On Dec. 17, 2015, the supreme 
chaplain and I had the privilege 
of being received by Pope 
Francis in a private audience. 

Our meeting was an opportunity to discuss 
with the Holy Father many Knights of 
Columbus initiatives, including our new 
Building the Domestic Church While 
Strengthening Our Parish initiative.
Pope Francis has frequently spoken about 

the role of the Christian family as a domestic 
church, and he expressed special interest in 
this initiative. In an address last summer 
he said, “Families are the domestic church, 
where Jesus grows; he grows in the love of 
spouses, he grows in the lives of children.” 
We could not find a better mission statement 
for our new initiative than these words.
First, the document stated that “the family 

needs to be rediscovered as the essential 
agent in the work of evangelization.” 
Second, it emphasized the need for “a 
thorough renewal of the Church’s pastoral 
practice in light of the Gospel of the Family 
and for replacing its current emphasis on 
individuals.” Third, it called for greater 
“pastoral accompaniment” to promote 
growth in the “spiritual life and solidarity” 
of families — through devotional practices, 
greater attention to Scripture, and the 
Eucharist celebrated for families.
In other words, the synod called for 

precisely the type of pastoral programs 
proposed by our Building the Domestic 
Church While Strengthening Our Parish 
initiative, which seeks to foster a new 
evangelization of the family and through 
the family.
This month, I take this opportunity to 

announce two practical programs within 
our new initiative. I have asked our state 
deputies and state chaplains to implement 
the following:
First, to incorporate into the opening Mass 

of every state convention held this fraternal 
year a simple prayer of family consecration 
to the Holy Family. Our goal will be to 
offer every Knights of Columbus family 

the opportunity for 
this consecration. As 
part of this program, 
we will ask every 
parish with an active 
Knights of Columbus 
presence to offer 
this prayer of family 
consecration during 
Masses celebrated on 
the first Sunday after 
Christmas, usually 
celebrated as the feast of the Holy Family.
Second, to sponsor corporate communions 

for KofC families on Father’s Day, and that 
as part of the eucharistic celebration there 
be an opportunity for all married couples to 
affirm their wedding vows.
Our hope is that these Knights of Columbus-

sponsored programs of family consecration 
to the Holy Family and Father’s Day 
affirmation of wedding vows will become 
annual liturgical events throughout all the 
countries in which the Order is active.
These two very practical, parish-based 

programs can help build a new pastoral 
accompaniment for families. The witness 
of millions of families consecrated to the 
Holy Family and millions of Catholic 
couples affirming their marriages under the 
leadership of Catholic husbands and fathers 
could truly be the beginning of a new 
evangelization of family life.
In addition, councils should continue to 

sponsor our parish-based Holy Family 
Prayer program as well as our Building the 
Domestic Church: The Family Fully Alive 
monthly family devotional program. Both 
of these programs offer valuable resources 
for husbands and fathers seeking to assume 
greater responsibility in building the 
domestic church in their own homes.
In the days ahead, more aspects of our 

initiative will be announced as we lead 
new efforts to strengthen and preserve our 
families and our parishes. V

Vivat Jesus!Grand Knight Con’t Page 8
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Councils are often hesitant 
in approaching men to join 
the Order. Unfortunately, in 
many cases, there is a lack of 

real understanding of the purpose of our 
Order, resulting in a corresponding lack of 
inspiration to recruit.  
A deeper understanding of the true 

meaning of the principles of the Order by 
all members is called for, as well as the 
reason why these principles should be 
embraced by every Catholic man. Such 
knowledge brings inspiration and purpose 
to all Knights.
In reading about the early history of the 

Order, one cannot help but be struck by 
how the singular focus of the Venerable 
Father J. McGivney was providential in 
the success of the Order. Father McGivney 
was very concerned about both the 
integrity and financial welfare of families 
when the breadwinner passed away, and 
the rampant proliferation of fraternal 
societies that were drawing Catholic men 
away from their faith. 
These twin concerns are the foundation 

of Columbianism and the Principles of 
the Order. While other Catholic societies 
existed in the late nineteenth century that 
promoted mutual aid and the relief of 
the suffering, the Knights of Columbus 
possessed a much wider scope that allowed 
them to pursue the promotion and defense 
of Catholicism and Catholic society in an 
environment rife with anti-Catholicism. 
As Thomas Harrison Cummings, first 

editor of the Columbia magazine and 
the second Director of Ceremonials, 
put it in the late 1800s: “It can be safely 
asserted that not until Catholic men 
have learned the lessons of fraternity 
and mutual sympathy, will die away the 
misrepresentations, abuse, contempt, and 
caricature to which all Catholics are now 
subject. There is full need and place for an 
intelligent organism such as the Knights 
of Columbus to step up to the front, to 
work for the advancement of Catholic 
societal and material interests, and in its 
own name and in that of justice, reason, 
and humanity, to cry out to the opposing 
forces—Halt!”

“ . . . one thing above all else the Order 
lays claim to, and that is the evolution of  
Catholic Gentlemen in Fraternity. The 
principles of the Order, if rightly applied 
and honorably practiced, mean the creation 
of a new type of Catholic manhood. They 
mean that young men who are in touch 
with the world and its affairs are creating 
a new spirit in the Church by illustrating 
what a layman can and ought to do, in the 
active work of life. They stand for what is 
clean, moral, wholesome, and effective in 
American manhood when that is crowned 
by the teachings of Mother Church, and as 
a grand result, they must achieve in time the 
social uplift of the entire Catholic people.”
Today, Catholics are not faced with the 

widespread and explicit anti-Catholicism 
of past centuries, although some of that 
certainly still exists. Instead, we are 
infected by more insidious forces that are 
chipping away at the faith of Catholics 
everywhere and young Catholics in 
particular. 
The term “Culture of Death” has often 

been applied to these forces, but it is 
much more than that. It is the acceptance 
of secular values and culture by once-
devoted Catholic men and their families 
that has slowly but surely eroded their 
faith and pushed them away from the 
Church. 
Even those Catholics who consider 

themselves devout express skepticism 
about Church teachings, as they are 
constantly bombarded by traditional 
and social media with secular values 
and positions that are considered 
“mainstream”, but clearly conflict with 
the religious and moral principles taught 
by the Church. It is this form of anti-
Catholicism that the Knights of Columbus 
are called upon to confront in today’s 
world.
In his book, “A Civilization of Love”, 

Supreme Knight Carl Anderson asserted 
“ . . . the responsibility of Christians in 

our own time remains as it was in [Saint]
Paul’s—to radically transform culture, 
not by imposing values from above, but 
through a subtler yet more powerful 

process—living a vocation of love in the 
day-to-day reality of our lives.”
In that light, the Supreme Knight’s new 

initiative, “Building the Domestic Church 
while Strengthening our Parishes”, is 
exactly the right approach for applying 
Columbianism and the principles of the 
Order to the twenty-first century, and to 
bring about a “Civilization of Love”. 
As Knights of Columbus, we must 

combat the often invisible forces tearing 
apart our families and our faith by going 
back to our roots and refocusing our 
efforts on our families and our parishes. 
As the Supreme Knight stated in a speech 
to the State Deputies at the Order’s Mid-
year meeting in November, 2015:
“We must devote even greater efforts to 

our fundamental mission of charity, unity 
and fraternity, and we must do so with 
even greater attention to the needs and the 
future of our parishes and our families. 
What is necessary now is our greater 
involvement in the renewal of parish and 
family life.”
Now, more than ever, the Church needs 

the force and the strength of the example 
of our lives through devotion to our 
faith, our families, our parishes, and our 
charitable works. But the power and 
effect of the principles of the Order can 
only be achieved by reaching out to all 
Catholic men and getting them to join and 
participate in the activities of the Order. 
The strength of our Order is in Unity, and 

the more fibers that are added to the cable, 
the stronger it becomes. Bound Together 
by Faith, we can make a difference. That 
is why the Supreme Knight constantly and 
consistently asserts the moral obligation 
of each and every one of us to ask good 
Catholic men to join the Knights of 
Columbus.
Have you asked a good, Catholic man to 

join the Order today? V
Fraternally,

Rick Hughes
State Membership Director

Building the Domestic Church 
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In January the Squires held their 
business meeting on January 
15th.  They planned their 

participation in the Pro-Life Cross 
Setting and their annual Shopping 
for the Homeless.  They continued to 
learn about parliamentary procedure 
during the meeting.  
Patrick Smith also joined the 

Squires for their meeting.  District 
Deputy Patrick Roach spoke to them 
about their work and the Knights 
and answered questions.  They then 
played a game of 20 Questions to 
identify famous places and persons.  
The next day, the Squires joined 

the Pro-Life Committee and helped 
assemble and emplace crosses in 
front of the church.  It seemed like 
the crosses were erected in record 
time.  On Sunday, the Squires set up 
a recruitment table at the Coffee and 
Donuts after the morning Masses.  
Squire Alex Crofford helped with 
recruitment and we gained one 
prospect.
On January 31st, the Squires 

conducted their annual shopping trip 
to buy food for the homeless.  They 
assembled at Costco and split into two 
teams, each with a budget of $125.  
They then crisscrossed the store in 
search of nonperishable food items.  
They had to keep a running total of 
their items to stay on the budget.  
After about an hour of shopping 

and best estimates we checked out.  
They bought $228.75 of food items 
which will be delivered to VAVS on 
February 3rd.  Their next meeting 
is Friday, February 4th from 6:30 to 
8:00 at the Church.
Many Knights and parents helped 

out at our meeting and events.  Thanks 
to Bob Haley, Jeff Prokopowicz, 
Patrick Roach, Jim DeLuca, and 
Kathleen Brigati.  Thanks to all the 
parents for getting the boys to the 
events. V

Squires Get 
It Done

Young Men of Action - (Top and middle) Squires, Council members and family reflect 
on a job well done, placing rememberance crosses on the Church property last month. 
Squires also invested time and effort in support of the veterans (bottom), shopping for 
needed goods, and delivering them to VAVS. Squires ability to make a difference in due in 
part to the support of our council, parents and friends, and most notibly, their own council 
efforts and desire to get it done!
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Three of our First Degree Members 
have advanced to the Second 
Degree on January 30, 2016: 

Randy Lee, Bob Haley and Ross Lowry.

Upcoming Degrees:
1st Degree Saturday February 20th 

9:00am at St. Stephens School. 8:00 
Candidates show up.
Because of March being First Degree 

Month, we are hosting a First Degree 
on Saturday March 19th at 9:00am at St. 
Stephens School. 8:00Candidates show up.
We are planning a Second Degree on 

April 2nd. We will also hold our regular 
2nd Degree on April 16th. The information 
will be emailed as it develops.
3rd degree: Council 5635 JFK Memorial 

Council Hall,    San Christopher Drive   
Dunedin FL Saturday Feb 13th Starting 
Time 11:00  AM   Candidates at 10:15 in 
Jacket and Tie Please.
Cost is $10 made out to the Florida State 

Council. Cost of the hot meal after is 
$10. Please make your check out to   JFK 
Memorial 5635.
Sponsors are welcome , please come and 

support our new 3rd Degree Brothers.
Please notify DD Tom Wozniak 

tjwozniak@verizon.net  of the number of 

candidates your district will bring, and the 
number of Brothers you anticipate staying 
foe the meal 
We host an exemplification the third 

Saturday of every month unless otherwise 
notified. If you know anyone who is 1st 
degree or 2nd Degree or have sponsored 
someone who has not advanced, then 
please help us encourage these men to 
move up.
If you need a form 100, we can supply you 

with one. As far as admissions meetings, 
which we have all gone through to increase 
our understanding of our Council and its 

working, we schedule them either before 
our Business Meetings or before the First 
Degree Exemplifications for those who 
cannot attend the one before the Business 
Meeting.
Please keep approaching new parishioners 

for new members and transfers.
If you sponsor any men, please help them 

step up. This is what makes us the great 
council we are. We need men to assist as 
part of each committee. This involvement 
is what makes sense of our commitment. 
We are Knights in action, not just in word 
or title. V

With one-half of the Fraternal Year behind us we have 
completed 42% of our new membership goal of 
24 new members. So far You have added 10 new 

members to Your Council. I am thrilled to advise you that during 
our Pro Life Baby Shower on January 17th we had five of Your 
Brothers express an interest in joining the Knights! However 
we still have some work to do. Now is the time to step up Your 
efforts so we can meet this goal. 
Growing our membership is a key component to the success 

of Your Council. We are not asking you to simply add members 
for the sake of meeting a numerical goal.  We ARE asking that 
you to share the opportunity of Charity, Unity, Fraternity, and 
Patriotism that can only be experienced through the Knights.  
We ask that you get your eligible family members or business 
associates involved. We ask that you invite your Catholic 
friends to share in our many ministries. We all want to do the 
right thing, and that is grow the Body of Christ and be proud to 
be known as a Catholic and Knight of Columbus.
I know that many of you have worked RJS Fund Raiser and 

have provided support for Your Council in many ways. But here 
is a way that you can help grow Your Council by sharing the 
gift of Brotherhood and help ease some of the financial burden 
at the same time. The Supreme Knight has given us a financial 
incentive for achieving meeting our Membership Goal. Each 
Council that achieves its goals by June 30—including the 
submission of all required forms—will receive a credit of $4.50 
per billable member on their Supreme per capita bill. To our 
Council that means a savings of $1,584.00.
In addition to meeting our Associate Member Goal of 24 new 

members we would need to add 9 new insurance members. We 
have added 2 – so we are only 22% complete on that goal. If you 
have any Life, Long Term Care or Annuity needs please contact 
our new Field Agent, Joe Di Salvo. Joe can explain to you 
how you can purchase an Annuity for as little as a $300.00 one 
time payment. Also, you can open, contribute, or roll over your 
existing retirements funds to a Knights of Columbus retirement 
annuity. Why not give Joe Di Salvo a call today  813-340-6614 
or e-mail him @ joseph.disalvo@kofc.org V

Brother by Brother: Growing Our Council

Jose Folino from St. Clement, Ross Lowery, Randy Lee and Bob Haley along with the 
WGK from St. Stephen and James Moglia and Michael Quevedo from Resurrection.
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St. Stephen 
Council Officers
Fraternal Year 2015-2016

Chaplain   
Father Bob Schneider

Grand Knight   
Mark Lovejoy

Deputy Grand Knight 
John Berrie 

Chancellor   
Bruce Czaja

Warden 
James Pryor

Advocate   
Julio Alvarez

Lecturer
Frank Wuco

Recorder   
Paul Spinler

Financial Secretary   
Alex Czopek

Treasure   
Mike Grogan

Trustees   
Ed Sleyzak, Steve Haines,  

Mike Formato 

District Deputy  
Patrick Roach

Field Agent  
Joe DiSalvo

Guards  
Bob Murray  

Rich Sarnowski 
Bob Murray

As a Council we had a very 
impactful month in support of 
our Pro Life effort to start the 
Year of Mercy.  On January 9th 

our Council, along with St. Stephen Respect 
Life Ministry and the Columbiettes, held 
several events starting with “100 Knights 
for Life” prayer vigil at All Women’s 
abortion center. We call for all Knights to 
increase their attendance at our Monthly 
Prayer Vigil to promote this important life 
saving event. 
We then commemorated the millions of 

innocent lives lost to abortion since the 
Roe vs. Wade ruling 42 years ago, by the 
placement of the Remembrance Crosses in 
the front of the Church. 
Finally, the members the Knights of 

Columbus St, Stephen Pro Life Ministry 
were overwhelmed and humbled by the 
tremendous outpouring of generosity 
displayed by our Parish during our two 
weekends Pro Life Baby Shower. The 
Parish truly Opened the Doors of Mercy 
and proved that Our Family Respects Life. 
On Monday January 25th our Pro Life 

Team loaded three truck loads of baby 
supplies with an estimated value of $7,500 
and delivered them to Life Care of Brandon, 
Life Care of South Shore and The Knights 
Women’s Center. 

As we begin this new month, the season of 
Lent is almost upon us. I want to encourage 
you all to not only to reflect on the Sanctity 
of Life, but to get involved and put your 
believes into action. Instead of giving 
something up for Lent, how about if you 
consider joining our Respect Life Ministry 
for the prayer vigils at All Women’s 
abortion center (second Saturday of the 
month), or assisting the Alafia Nursing 
Home Ministry with the monthly Mass 
(first Saturday of the month) or joining the 
activities sponsored by Hope is Contagious 
or Prison Ministry. 
There is so much more we can do. If you 

would like more information on how you 
can get involved in our Pro Life Ministry, 
please contact Pro Life Director Guillermo 
Bambach @ prolife@kofc14084.org  V

The Year of Mercy

As we get closer to St. Valentine’s 
Day and our Renewal of Vows 
on the weekend of February 
13 and 14,  we have pause 

to reflect on those vows: “to have and to 
hold, from this day forward, for better, for 
worse, for richer, for poorer, in sickness 
and health, until death do us part”. The 
bottom line here, brothers, is to preserve 
and protect our Families.
So no matter what you do for a living 

or where you are in life, there’s always 
an opportunity to better protect yourself 
and your loved ones.  Two questions to 
consider are: do I really need life insurance 
or an annuity? Would my loved ones 

suffer a financial loss 
if something happened 
to me? If the answer 
is yes, you need life 
insurance or possibly 
an annuity. How much? 
Several factors go into 
calculating how much 
insurance you might 
need.
Why not have a free insurance check up 

for the new year?  It’s really pretty painless 
and takes less than an hour and there is no 
pressure. Contact me any time, and let’s 
talk! Joe Di Salvo 813-340-6614 or e-mail 
me at joseph.disalvo@kofc.org V

Protect Yourself and Your Family
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St. Stephen Council  
Directors and Committees

Membership Director 
Chris Klein

membership@kofc14084.org  

Program Director 

John Berrie
deputygrandknight@kofc14084.org 

Church Committee 
Bill Ruppert

church@kofc14084.org  

Community Committee 
Gerry Coffey  

community@kofc14084.org  

Council Committee 

Bruce Czaja
council@kofc14084.org

Family Committee 

Rich Gnatowsky
family@kofc14084.org  

Youth Committee 
Cameron Czaja 

youth@kofc14084.org 

Squires 

John Berrie  
squires@kofc14084.org

Right to Life 

Guillermo Bambach 
RightToLife@kofc14084.org

RJS Fundraising 
Julio Alvarez

rjs@kofc14084.org 

Lecturer 
Frank Wuco 

lector@kofc14084.org 

Degree Team Leader 

Rick Hughes 
rhughes14084@gmail.com  

Communications 
Ed Sleyzak

Scott Huetteman
communications@kofc14084.org

This past January 22, the March 
for Life event participants 
showed their strength, enduring 
a major snow storm and sub-

freezing temperatures as the solemn day 
of the anniversary of Roe vs.Wade was 
recognized. 
Participating in the event were students 

from St. Stephen Catholic Church 
(including Abby Huetteman, daughter of 
newsletter editor Scott Huetteman), who 
joined with youth from other area churches 
to support the pro-life movement. 
The march began at the Washington 

Monument and proceeded down 
Constitution Avenue to the Supreme Court 
Building, where participants held “Silent 
No Longer” speeches outside the court 
followed by visits to members of Congress.
The March for Life in Washington, D.C., 

began as a small demonstration on January 
22, 1974, the first anniversary of the now-
infamous Supreme Court decisions in Roe v. 
Wade and Doe v. Bolton and rapidly grew to 
be the largest pro-life event in the world.  The 
peaceful demonstration that has followed on 
this somber anniversary every year since is 
a witness to the truth concerning the greatest 
human rights violation of our time, abortion. 

Being Pro-Life is someone who deeply 
respects and cherishes human life from the 
moment of conception to natural death.  
Most people fail to understand that being 
pro-life is about more than just holding 
an ethical position. To be truly pro-life, 
means to live and act accordingly. It means 
treating other people with dignity and 
respect, especially the most vulnerable. It 
means helping pregnant women in need, 
those who suffer from illness or disability, 
the elderly and those who are hungry. V

Pro-Life Champions
Participating in this 
year’s pro-life baby 
shower included 
members of the 
Knights of Columbus 
(L to R) Bob Haley, 
Gerald Coffey, 
Randy Lee and Rich 
Gnatowsky.
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Monsignor John F. Scully  
Assembly #3418 Officers

Friar 
Fr. Bob Schneider  

Faithful Navigator 

S/K John Cirello

Faithful Captain 
S/K John Montaldo  

Faithful Pilot 
S/K Patrick Roach  

Faithful Comptroller 

S/K Alex Czopek

Faithful Scribe 
S/K Mike Grogan  

Faithful Purser 
S/K Steve Haines 

 Faithful Inner Sentinel 
S/K Ed Sleyzak 

Faithful Outer Sentinel 
S/K Ed Sleyzak

S/K Mark Lovejoy

S/K John Berrie

Admiral 
S/K Julio Alvarez

Trustee - 1 Year
S/K Rick Hughes

Trustee - 2 Year
S/K Larry Evers 

Trustee - 3 Year 
S/K Mike Formato

Free Throw Challenge a Success!

Knights of Columbus recently completed the District 45 Basketball Free Throw 
Challenge this month at Nativity Catholic Church.  There were many worthy 
participants who had a great time during the challenge. The following participants 

will advance to the Region 4 Challenge on Saturday, February 27 at St. Mary Church on 
North Boulevard in Tampa. 
• Boys age 9- Austin Wiles St. Stephen 
• Boys age 10- Jacob DiSanto St. Stephen 
• Girls age 10- Brianna Spencer St. Stephen
• Girls Age 11- Hannah Grace Wiles St. Stephen 
• Boys Age 11- Wyatt Gill St. Stephen 
• Boys Age 12- Spencer LeStrange St. Stephen
• Girls Age 13- Katherine O’Neal  St. Stephen
Congratulations to everyone who participated, and thank you to Cam Czaja, Jerry 

Coffey, Bob Murray, Rich Sarnowski, Rick Hughes, Christian Galvan, Mark 
Lovejoy, Darin O’Neal and Mike Fabbro and everyone else who stepped up to help these 
young shooters. The Basketball free throw challenge is a great way for you to participate 
in something worthy, and make a difference in your community. Please consider helping 
the youth in our community at this yearly event. V

• Second Degree Exemplifications 04/02, 
05/21

• Pro Life Yard Sale Weekend after Easter
• Corporate Mass 04/10
• Clergy Appreciation 04/22
• Ladies Appreciation Dinner 05/15
• Jonathan’s Ordination 05/21
• 10th Year Council Anniversary 

Celebration 06/17. Several Service 
Projects are under consideration (TBD)

As we move through the second half of 
the 2015-2016 Fraternal Year, I would like 
everyone to prayerfully consider where 
you can assist, during this Year of Mercy. 
Remember, now is the time to Make A 
Difference! 
Also, I would like to personally invite ALL 

Brothers who have not been to a Business 
Meeting, Exemplification or other Knights 
event for several months or years to come 
back to the Brotherhood. Please remember 
that you have many friends and brothers in 
this Great Council who care about you. V

Grand Knight Con’t From Page 2



Feb. Birthdays
Jose Acevedo
Jorge Arnoldson
Richard Brown
Jeffrey Brown
Larry Campbell
John Cantwell
Curtis Carro
Paul Christian
Bruce Czaja
Cameron Czaja
James Dawes
Raymond Dion
James English
Ronald Goecke
Brian Hollands
Steven Johnson
Amado Malonjao
Michael Mudd
Reuben Persaud
Richard Sarnowski
Jay Scott
John Simon
Daniel Stempniak
Roland Tiso
Anthony Weilbacher
Travis Westley
Joseph Wrobel

Do we allow anger or ridicule or judgment 
to lurk in dark corners within our parish, 
our Council, or our hearts, and why?

What does this mean? Why do I 
ask? 
We believe that ours is the one, true, 

Church of Christ on Earth and that this 
Church, created by the Messiah, Himself, 
is nothing less than His body, literally, and 
that this body is made up of us. We believe 
and so state in the Anima Christi that this 
body of Christ is a sanctuary that can 
bind us up and shelter 
us within His precious 
wounds. Imagine that. 
That we should take 
shelter from the world 
within the very wounds 
of Christ crucified. 
I have often heard 

people tell me when 
I thought that events 
or efforts in which 
I have participated, 
started becoming tense 
or combative; even 
sometimes nasty… just 
like our jobs out in the 
world. People have said, 
“Well, this is Church, 
but people are still 
people so there will  be problems like that.” 
Should this be our going in position? That 
we’re perfectly wretched souls anyway, so 
we should rest comfortably within our own 
humanity and not at least strive to permit 
Christ to bind us within THE Body. 
I have routinely rejected this notion, 

that our most base human characteristics: 
ego, stature, perceptions, control, 
power, influence, dominance, and crowd 
sentiment, should overshadow or be 
given precedence over the special place 
that the Church and our activities has as a 
sanctuary from the world. I have done so 
intellectually, as though I understand, but 
have often forgotten to remember that my 
actions as a brother and a “body part” of 
the Church are not well reflected when my 
behavior with our walls and family are not 
easily discerned from the temporal conduct 
of the world outside. 
This sanctuary… this body of Christ, 

within whose wounds we seek protection 
and peace from the world outside, 
deserves noticeably different behavior and 
temperament than that to which we are 
subjected, and that we exhibit ourselves, 
at work, in business negotiations, in 
commerce, and in politics and war. 
We are in a political season here in the 

United States. If you follow social media 
(and many of you know I do!), the divisions, 
hostility, and negative discourse is extreme, 
even among members of the same political 
party. 
How much more are we Catholics than 

a mere political party. 
We represent the body 
of Christ and while we 
all fall well short of 
the glory of God, that 
fact of our humanity 
deserves resistance. We 
all can give way to our 
base emotions or need to 
influence and compete 
outside the walls of our 
Church and our Council. 
We forget sometimes. 
We are human. We are 

inherently weak, limited 
by our senses and 
neuro-electrical wiring 
and brain chemistry. 
However, we should all, 

myself particularly, as I am prone to the 
weaknesses of ego and validation (and I’m 
the guy who’s writing this article and it is 
reflective), remind ourselves that here is 
different.
Here is the Church of Christ; His body. 

Let our actions and activities here always 
reflect that the Church and its organs and 
its activities are a sanctuary from the world 
outside its doors. That when we welcome 
others inside and enter ourselves for many 
reasons and to serve many in need, that these 
walls and our bonds as brothers and sisters 
in Christ, should result in an atmosphere of 
spiritual and temporal protection from the 
world we leave outside. 
Come in peace. Stay in peace. Love each 

other. Leave in Peace. May Christ be with 
you all. V

Vivat Jesus!
Worthy Lecturer Frank Wuco

Sanctuary Con’t From Page 1
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Silent No Longer - members of  
St. Stephen youth join the march 
in support of the right to life during 
the March for Life event this past 
January in Washington D.C.
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February 12 Stations of the Cross
February 13-14 Marriage Vow Renewal - All Masses
February 20 First Degree, St. Stephen School 9AM
February 26 Cards & Cigars - 7:30PM Twisted Cigar (new location)
Feb. 27-28, Mar 5-6 Tootsie Roll Drive after all Masses
February 28 Altar Server appreciation picnic after 11:30AM Mass
March 5 Roadside cleanup 8AM Reedemer Church
March 12 Day of reflection - after 8AM Mass
March 13 Corporate Mass
March 19 First Degree, St. Stephen School 9AM
April 22 Clergy Appreciation
May 15 Ladies appreciation

Note: Corporate Masses are now always at the 8Am Mass, on the 2nd week of the 
1st month of each quarter. Mark your calendars today.

Upcoming Events

KNIGHTLY 
NEWS

This newsletter is a publication 
of St. Stephen Catholic Church 
Knights of Columbus Council 
14084.
For more information or to offer 

a contribution, visit our website 
at: www.KofC14084.org

Prayer for the  
Canonization of

Father Michael J.  
McGivney

God, our Father, protector 
of the poor and defender 
of the widow and 

orphan, you called your priest, 
Father Michael J. McGivney, 
to be an apostle of Christian 
family life and to lead the young 
to the generous service of their 
neighbor. 
Through the example of his life 

and virtue may we follow your 
Son, Jesus Christ, more closely, 
fulfilling his commandment of 
charity and building up his Body 
which is the Church. 
Let the inspiration of your 

servant prompt us to greater 
confidence in your love so that 
we may continue his work of 
caring for the needy and the 
outcast. We humbly ask that you 
glorify your venerable servant 
Father Michael J. McGivney on 
earth according to the design of 
your holy will.
Through his intercession, grant 

the favor I now present (here 
make your request).
Through Christ our Lord. 

Amen.
Knight of the Month
  Paul Spinler

Family of the Month
  Chris Lewis Family

In Memory - Rememberance Crosses adorn the grounds of St. Stephen Catholic Church, 
standing a silent vigil In memory of the victims of abortion and their families.


